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Barrier Solutions

You’re in safe hands with KINGCATS
Welcome to KINGCATS, the Australian owned, market leader in the supply
of quality solutions for temporary fencing and height safety. For over 20
years throughout Australia and New Zealand, KINGCATS has built a
reputation for delivering an extensive range of smarter safety solutions,
through superior product quality, backup and service. Whether you’re in
mining, civil, residential, government, industrial, commercial, maintenance or
events industries, KINGCATS has the product range, knowledge and
experience to manage your project from pre-planning to completion. We
appoint a Client Manager to work closely with you to tailor a solution to suit
your needs, someone who understands local compliance issues, someone
who will help you meet your critical construction or event schedules saving
your company costly delays and importantly, unwanted injury. All
KINGCATS equipment is locally made and rigorously tested to meet the
highest Australian standards and the toughest conditions. For all your
temporary fencing and height safety solutions, don’t compromise, talk to
KINGCATS today.

They provide a quick
and efficient barrier,
perfect for all situations.
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Ideal for events and major public gatherings

Why choose KINGCATS Crowd
Control Barriers?
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KINGCATS Crowd Control Barriers are used at
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events of all sizes, including major events such as

Easily deployed
Australian made and maintained

the Sydney Olympic Games and the Commonwealth
Games. Designed for use with large crowds,
KINGCATS Barriers incorporate flat feet (to minimise
the tripping hazard), they provide a quick and
efficient barrier perfect for all situations and are
environmentally friendly.

The system is ideally suited for use for sporting
events, concerts, public gatherings, construction
sites and any on site, designated area you need
to divert or keep the public away from.
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Barrier Size: 2.5 metres x 1 metre high
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barrier solutions
Hongkong
+86-158-3328-4440

China
Ph:+86-158-3328-4440

Kingcats-fence.com
KINGCATS FENCING | BARRIER SOLUTIONS
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